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1. THE PRISONER

2. MORNING CHILD

3 HUNGER

4. WINTER DREAMS

5. A LIGHT IN THE DISTANCE

6. THE FINAL WORK

7. H7. HAVE YOU EVER

8. HOW SHALL WE KNOW 

9. SEASONS WITHIN

10. DANCING IN THE SUN 
(MORNING CHILD’S RETURN)

11. DEEP IN THE MYSTERY



The Prisoner
The soul has a wondrous story to tell
Of an innocent child locked deep in a cell

He’s told he is sentenced because he is broken
The verdict returned, before he had spoken

With the judge and the jury, thinking they knew
That acceptance demands, you mustnThat acceptance demands, you mustn’t be you

They left him in darkness, hoping to find
A kingdom existing solely in mind

The prisoner is waiting, he’s calling to me
I hear his weakening voice

The prisoner is weary, he longs to be free
To be free, free, free 

The child is most patient, his sentence not deathThe child is most patient, his sentence not death
He’ll wait here in silence, a voice without breath

He knows they’ll return, since peace is forbidden 
To those seeking treasure beyond where it’s hidden

They’ll search for the kingdom but won’t understand
That they key to the entrance is here in his hand

In time they will tire with a weariness of mind
And then in their depths, his secAnd then in their depths, his secret they’ll find

Chorus

They come back at last with most desperate of pleas
He’ll settle instead for the trading of keys
Yes, all that he asks is the trading of keys

Morning Child
Oh, golden ball of peaceful fire
Why must you set each night

Do all your beams grow weak and tire
Beneath such massive light

Or are there others that you see
Of whom we’Of whom we’re not aware
Or maybe even could it be
That you no longer care

Morning child, where have you been
I miss your wondrous ways

Morning child, where have you gone
Bring back those innocent days 

And yet you come aAnd yet you come around again
With morning by your side

Never telling where you’ve been
Nor what you have to hide

Some say that you return to greet
The children as they rise

Perhaps they need your warming heat
And you, their warming eyesAnd you, their warming eyes

Chorus
And yet you come around again
With morning by your side

Never telling where you’ve been
Nor what you have to hide

Might it be that just one child
Can brighten up your dayCan brighten up your day

Becoming then, your glowing smile
That lights our darkened way

“I listened to the world and turned a 
deaf ear to my Soul, but the Soul is 

ever-patient.”

“I often felt nostalgic about childhood 
but what I was really pining for was 

the natural state of Soul.”



Hunger
Oh hunger, deep hunger, what face will you wear

To quiet these voices of inner despair

With distortions of self, I must hide from me
Becoming instead, who I think I should be

But deception this clever comes not without cost
In running fIn running from me, I truly am lost

Oh hunger, deep hunger, what face will you wear
To quiet theses voices of inner despair

I’ve wandered the desert, I’ve climbed every hill

Oh hunger, deep hunger, no faith can compare
I’m hearing your footsteps, feeling your stare 
The beast has been fed, but he’s hungrier still

As my legs become weakeAs my legs become weaker, I have but one choice
To listen in depths to the loneliest voice

In the soil of my childhood, I now must unearth
The one who’s been buried in light of his worth

By loving completely, the turmoil will cease
In knowing myself, I will finally know peace

Chorus

Winter Dreams
From the days of my childhood, I fondly recall
The leaves in a peaceful surrender to fall

The chill of the night as it slowly crept in
Not wanting to wake the summer again

Next comes the fluffiest blanket of snow
And nightlights pAnd nightlights provided by the moon’s glow

For a time she will rest, in deep lonely dreams
While nestled beside her life giving streams

And she roams through the night
And she laughs at the moon

The mother of nature, she’s dancing in time
I pray that the next dance is mine

Though soon she must wake, and rise fThough soon she must wake, and rise from this sleep
For, she’s given to spring, her promise to keep

The sun will arise to pull back the covers
And ask her to dance like starry-eyed lovers

So perfectly groomed and brilliantly dressed
In the heavenly green of her seasonal best

She flashes a smile, then throws back her hair
SheShe’s lost in the dance, she hasn’t a care

Chorus

“Disconnected from my Soul, I was 
constant prey to unrest and the 
insatiable hunger of separateness.” 

“There is nothing more beautiful to 
me than dancing, in time, with the 

Great Spirit.”



A Light in the Distance
What’s hidden in that darkness, what ghosts have come to call
Who chased away your sunlight, the shadows growing tall

What’s there within your winter, this heart’s barren veil
What secret pain still guards you, in that secret jail

Is there comfort in the darkness
WWill you hide out from the flame
I don’t know if you can hear me
But I’m calling out your name

I know that you’ve been lonely 
And I know that you’re tired
But there’s a light in the distance
And I’m holding the fire

WhoWho’s hand was on the switch, that dimmed your brilliant light
Who closed the weathered door, that keeps you in this night

If the screams could find an exit, what stories might they tell
What restless mob of sorrows, waits outside your cell

Chorus
Alone with all your ghosts now, just shadows on the run

With no hope in sight you reach for the light
And chase them just for funAnd chase them just for fun

If I told you just how special, and wonderful you are
Would you lift your weary eyes, or fix them on the scars

Now the story needs an ending, like stories always do
A canvass lies before you, what colors will you choose

The Final Work
No words left to write, life’s taken the best
The depths of the valley hold captive the rest
The poem seeks nothing, remains at the start

Feels like the fate of the heart
He lies on the canvas, this last work of art

The colors bled fThe colors bled from him, he watched them depart
No finishing touches, no smoothing of clay

There’s only a palette of gray

The darkness is creeping in, It’s finally here again
Shadows make friends at the door

Can’t hide from this lonely beast, 
not until dawn at least

God knows we’ve been here beforeGod knows we’ve been here before

The night is now calling me, my final prophecy
At least there’s an end to this war

The angels retreat, casting their wings to the floor

A fighter defeated in the absence of blows
His rival now seated in the emptiest rows

No bitterness tasted, no wounds left to tend
He quietly He quietly reaches the end

Chorus
The angels depart, their hope having fled evermore

“In the false kingdom, the emperor 
must eventually fall.”

“In this harsh world, beautiful, 
sensitive souls often get layered 

over with darkness.”



Have You Ever
Have you ever seen an eagle, smitten with the sky
It doesn’t search for answers, it doesn’t even try

Have you ever watched a firefly dancing with the breeze
Have you ever had the night sky bring you to your knees

Have you ever lost your breath, standing by the sea
If it makes you shed a teaIf it makes you shed a tear, perhaps you’re just like me

And if you’re just like me

If the moon is right, there’s a chance you just might
See that heaven’s all around

Take my hand and join me, find out who we can be
There are treasures all around
And I hear them calling me now

Have you ever seen the lightning sneak up on the skyHave you ever seen the lightning sneak up on the sky
Doesn’t mean to be so frightening, doesn’t mean to make it cry

Have you ever chased an echo through the canyon walls
Then vowed you’d remain there in case it ever calls

Have you ever stopped a raincloud just to ask it why
It’s always heading somewhere, it’s always passing by

Funny, so have I
ChorusChorus

Have you ever tossed a penny into a waterfall
Then found there wasn’t any wishing after all

Have you ever seen the driftwood seduced by virgin fire
Did you ever catch it blushing, burning with desire

Do you notice that you’re always winking at the moon
Do you dance beside the ocean with laughter as the tune

Hope I find you soonHope I find you soon
Chorus

How Shall We Know
When numbers yield a greater sum
It’s then we’ll know the time has come

The dreams will find themselves in light
As darkness fades into the night

The time will pass but not for long
As voices find themselves in songAs voices find themselves in song

The mute will speak but not of words
As the shepherds join the wandering herds

When will we learn, 
How shall we know
When will it turn, 

This wayward tide and flow
How shall we knowHow shall we know

Things will come which cannot go
And those who ask, alone shall know

The thieves will catch the ones who caught
As children teach the ones who taught

The night shall fall upon itself
As trophies seize the empty shelf
The mouth shall yield unto the earThe mouth shall yield unto the ear
As the silence comes to those who hear

Chorus

Is there still time to make it through
From what is mine, to me and you

What must we do

Chorus

“When I finally slowed down, 
I discovered that heaven was 

all around me.”

“The promise of our collective 
consciousness being raised and 

channeled towards the greatest good.”



Seasons Within
Such beauty in a fallen leaf
But what about the fallen tear

Might nature share her cleansing grief

Our seasons flow from deep within
They tell the heart, it’s time again
The soul The soul recites her healing tale

And rains will fall, and winds will blow
And through it all, we come to know

The seasons deep within
Are turning once again

The leaves of gold and brown
Are circling to the ground 

WWe’ll drift upon the unshed tear
It may be far, it may be near
We know not of the seas within

The journey ends where waters flow
It’s pretty fair as places go

This soil we’re claiming deep inside

It matters not, where we’ve been
WWe’ll find new shores and start again

Chorus

And what becomes of the fallen tear
Does it find release and then depart
Or is it waiting, ever near

To view the seasons of the heart

Such beauty in a fallen leaf
But about the fallen tearBut about the fallen tear

Within the seasons of the heart

Dancing in the Sun
The sun’s up, a fresh cup
I can’t believe my eyes
Hope just multiplies

A rainbow, in plain clothes
Surviving every storm
I never would conformI never would conform

The sky’s blue, I’ve seen through
All those little lies

That clouded up my sky

I closed the door, now, I’ve left the past behind
Part of it all, can’t imagine what I’ll find

Come gather round, yeah, there’s room for everyone
Look what I’ve found noLook what I’ve found now, I ‘m dancing in the sun

A thrill ride, that’s inside
Not sure just where I’ll go
I bet the road will know

No regrets, no safe bets
It’s time I rolled the dice
Not always thinking twice

So, love hurts, but whatSo, love hurts, but what’s worse
Is sitting out the dance
To never take the chance

Chorus
Won’t let the darkness stand in my way

I won’t let it happen today
Cause I’m the light and the light is in me

TheThere’s just so much to see
That’s why I’m feeling so free

Chorus

“When I finally listened, and em-
braced the pain, my Soul led me on an 
amazing journey of healing.” 

“Walking through the storm, the 
clouds gave way to a brilliant

sunshine”



Deep in the Mystery
Can we dance in the moonlight and just close our eyes
Dive deep in the mystery from which we arise

If we walk through the forest and hunt down our ghosts
Will we find that their absence is what we fear most

Can we find our true kingdom and forsake the crown
Still rise to the thStill rise to the throne there yet never look down

Will we find what we’re missing
If we just stop and listen

To the wise-man inside of us all

To be still like a June night
And just wait in the moonlight

Then the mystery will carry us home

Can we wander the desert and lose what we’ve gotCan we wander the desert and lose what we’ve got
Then walk into darkness to see what we’re not

If we stare down our demons refusing to blink
Will we find that they’re puppets of all that we think

Is the temple still burning with angriest fire
Are the flames being fed there by thwarted desire

Chorus
If we look to the futuIf we look to the future will shadows then cast
The hunter who snares us in nets of the past

Can we enter the dungeons and face who we are
Break free of the shackles and not leave a scar

Can we be like a mirror, reflecting what’s true
Yet, hold on to nothing, each moment is new

Chorus

Carry us home, Carry us home, We’re finally home, I’m finally home

SOUL CROSSING is a celebration and exploration of the inner landscape of Soul through 
original poetry, photography, music, and storytelling. 

Whether one views the Soul as subconscious and psychological, or as the transcendent part of 
our being that links us to the divine through stages of higher consciousness, experience shows 
that this deeper resource can be accessed and developed.

This inner exploration can lead to transformation and healing while unfolding our creative This inner exploration can lead to transformation and healing while unfolding our creative 
purpose in life. Soul Crossing is a personal, artistic expression of this universal journey. The 
words, images, and music of Soul Crossing emerged from the ashes of deep suffering, and are 
a celebration of the healing and transformative power of the soul. - Gary Bares

“What I was searching for
was inside of me all along.” 
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SOUL CROSSING – THE BOOK
The upcoming book consists of a short soul story, followed by photography, poetry and 
meditative reflections, which trace the soul's path of awakening through well-defined 
stages and states. It is a personalized retelling of an age old story - as the soul journey’s 
from separation and isolation to wholeness and purpose. It details a path of both spiritual 
and psychological unfolding.

SOUSOUL CROSSING – THE PERFORMANCE
Gary and Chris have been sharing the Soul Crossing  performances with audiences at local coffee 
houses, recovery centers, and meditation venues in Southeastern MN since 2017.

The “live” performance is a multimedia, multi-discipline performance art piece where storytelling, The “live” performance is a multimedia, multi-discipline performance art piece where storytelling, 
poetry, photography, and music combine to detail a soul’s winding journey to wholeness and cre-
ative purpose. This unfolding path leads through psycho-spiritual terrain that has been described by 
the mystics and poets for centuries but is no less fascinating, relevant, or fruitful today. The  musical 
performance and storytelling take place against a backdrop of Gary’s photography, using nature as a 
symbolic mirror for the underlying lessons of Soul.

To request a performance, please email - gary@soulcrossing.com or call (507) 358-8110

“The heartfelt, honest and touching story told with 
beautiful words set to beautiful music was truly 
amazing. Many in attendance couldn’t wait to know 

when they could see it again.” 

- Dianne Todd – Pathway to Serenity Retreat

"Artistically blending story, song, poetry and photog-
raphy, Gary and Chris weave a touching story that 
captivates the audience. The honesty and artistry touch 
at a level we don’t often visit in our rushed society. 
Thank you for the inspirational evening!"

 - Marie Neher, Peace United Church of Christ


